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and the responsibilities that come with that power.” 
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OUR PURPOSE 

On July 29, 2016, Illinois became a New Voices state when the Speech Rights of 
Student Journalists Act (HB 5902) became law. The Illinois Journalism Education Association 
was elated at the bill’s passage, but we also recognized the responsibility that this legislation 
necessitated to both understand and nurture our state’s scholastic media advisers and staffs in this 
new era.  
 
Therefore, in order to provide 
direction, context, and support to 
scholastic journalism advisers in our 
state, the Illinois Journalism 
Education Association has created 
this curriculum to use with your 
journalism students and media staffs.  
 
How to Use This Curriculum 
The curriculum is built to be flexible. 
It can be used in any increment that 
fits your needs – from one to five days in length (or even 10 days, if all reading is completed 
during class and extra project ideas are used). Please note that no strictly objective assessments 
are included in this curriculum because those materials are available through the Journalism 
Education Association Curriculum and other textbook or open educational resources. Instead, we 
hope that you formatively assess throughout this project-based, experiential curriculum in order 
to benefit your student journalists and media staffs personally and directly through the material. 

 
Regardless of how you use it, we ask that you both push and allow your students to dive deep 
into the law and ethics that both protect and hold accountable their work as scholastic journalists. 
As much as possible, we also ask you to share the materials and writings students create with the 
various stakeholders for student media – administrators, school boards, school colleagues, local 
media, community members, and the like. We want to reinforce the concept that the students in 
our newsrooms are journalists — with all the power and responsibility that designation confers. 
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AN OVERVIEW 

Day One: What is the Speech Rights of Student Journalists Act?	
Readings and Discussion: Student Press Law Center and Illinois Journalism Education articles 
on history and passage of law	
Project One: Students dissect actual text of the law and create a mission or action statement that 
clarifies the purpose and benefactors of the law. 	
Project Two: Students create a visual display—whether digital or print—that communicates the 
key aspects of the law. 

Day Two:  Why is this law a big deal for Illinois? 
Readings: Excerpts, podcasts on Tinker vs. Des Moines and Hazelwood vs. Kuhlmeier  
Discussion: Students discuss Tinker standard and Hazelwood standard and Illinois’ new law 
Project One: Students research and present on social, political, and economic contexts of each of 
the decisions and hypothesize why 2016 was the year that New Voices passed in Illinois.  
Project Two: Students research where scholastic press freedom stands in other states, and the 
New Voices movement overall, to write opinion pieces about the journey and the law’s effects. 

Day Three:  What about the First Amendment and censorship?	

Readings: Text of the First Amendment; SPLC’s Manual for Student Media Advisers on 
Responding to Censorship; sections from Part One of Protocol for Free & Responsible Student 
News Media	
Discussion: Students provide the gist of sections in groups. Then, they talk about the who, what, 
when, where, why, and how regarding censorship	
Project One: Students create a text-based battle plan for student media to address censorship. 
Project Two: Students create a visual plan for dealing with censorship and beta test it through 
role-playing situations in small or large groups. 

Day Four:  What does this mean from a student perspective? 
Readings: House testimony and article regarding Taylorville High School student; Downers 
Grove North Omega editorial; Washington Post story on Kansas student media 
Discussion: Students discuss what motivated these students, what motivates them and their own 
staffs, as well as what they want to accomplish in light of the Illinois law.	
Project One: Students brainstorm lists of topics to cover within parameters of Speech Rights of 
Student Journalists Act and evaluate them based on elements of newsworthiness. 
Project Two:	Students fully story plan for one of those ideas with responsible convergence. 

Day Five:  Do we understand our rights (and the ethics behind them)?	

Readings: SPJ Code of Ethics; Primers on libel, slander and journalistic ethics	
Discussion: Students unpack scholastic media scenario as a group, applying readings.  
Project One: Students use second scenario in groups to talk through roles/perspectives.	
Project Two: Students look at a number of scenarios, and craft a responses outlining what they 
would do and why in a multimedia format.	
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DAY ONE 
What is New Voices of Illinois – the Speech Rights of Student Journalists Act? 

OVERVIEW: Starting with the most recent development in our state’s scholastic media law, this 
first day will give students a sense of precisely what the new law in Illinois protects—and 
doesn’t protect. What students create through this analysis can be added to staff manuals or a 
mission statement. 
 
OBJECTIVE: Students will be able to apply the elements of the Speech Rights of Student 
Journalists Act by summarizing and illustrating them in written and visual form. 
 
COMMON CORE STANDARDS: 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.2: Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their 
development; summarize the key supporting details and ideas. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.L.6: Acquire and use accurately a range of general academic and domain-
specific words and phrases sufficient for reading, writing, speaking, and listening at the college and career 
readiness level; demonstrate independence in gathering vocabulary knowledge when encountering an 
unknown term important to comprehension or expression. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.7: Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and 
formats, including visually and quantitatively, as well as in words.1 
SS.CV.3.9-12: Analyze the impact of constitutions, laws, and agreements on the maintenance of order, 
justice, equality and liberty. 
 

OPENING: Can our student media publish an article critical of the principal? Are we allowed to 
use language or images that many would deem offensive or obscene? Can someone in authority 
in the district prevent our student media from publishing if he or she doesn’t like a story? What 
do you think determines the answers to tough questions like these? 
 
READINGS:  

• “Illinois governor signs landmark measure protecting high school journalists against 
censorship” By Evelyn Andrews, Student Press Law Center 

• “BREAKING NEWS: Speech Rights of Student Journalists bill is law! Journalism 
advisers herald return to 'Tinker Standard'” by Amanda Bright, Illinois Journalism 
Education Association 

 
DISCUSSION: Have students list one or two key ideas that they were unaware of before these 
readings and then discuss them with a partner. How has this knowledge changed their 
perspective on student media rights in Illinois? 
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PROJECT ONE: Students then dissect of actual text of the law (Public Act 099-0678). 
Students should both critically read and annotate to find elements that are: unclear, surprising, 
exciting, etc., and clarify what their rights are under this legislation. (They will likely have to 
look up terminology as well,) Then, based on their reading, have students in small groups create 
a mission or action statement that clarifies BOTH the freedoms and responsibilities of the law. 
These statements can be drafted individually, workshopped, and then refined and combined into 
one final statement. (Note: Perhaps the statement can be incorporated in your media or manual.) 
 Evaluation: See the Mission Statement Rubric for possible assessment. 
 
PROJECT TWO: Students create a visual—whether digital or print— that communicates the key 
aspects of the law and can be displayed in the staff newsroom or as part of a digital media 
presence, as a reminder of both the freedoms and responsibilities that come with the Speech 
Rights of Student Journalists Act. (Note: If compact enough, this could become a social media or 
website image or header.) 
 Evaluation: See the Mission Illustration Rubric for possible assessment. 
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DAY TWO 

Why is this law a big deal (historically speaking) for Illinois? 

OVERVIEW: In order to provide context and a historical/legal foundation for why the Speech 
Rights of Student Journalists Act is “big news,” this second day will provide exposure and 
application for two of the biggest legal precedents that affect scholastic journalism. Students will 
also be able to see how Illinois compares to other states in this journey back to the Tinker 
standard. 
 
OBJECTIVE: Students will be able to identify and compare/contrast the basic facts regarding two 
Supreme Court cases that affected scholastic media with the current Illinois law and laws in 
other states. 
 
COMMON CORE STANDARDS: 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.2: Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their 
development; summarize the key supporting details and ideas. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.L.6: Acquire and use accurately a range of general academic and domain-
specific words and phrases sufficient for reading, writing, speaking, and listening at the college and career 
readiness level; demonstrate independence in gathering vocabulary knowledge when encountering an 
unknown term important to comprehension or expression. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.7: Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and 
formats, including visually and quantitatively, as well as in words. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.9: Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in 
order to build knowledge or to compare the approaches the authors take. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.7: Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects based on 
focused questions, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation. 
SS.CV.3.9-12: Analyze the impact of constitutions, laws, and agreements on the maintenance of order, 
justice, equality and liberty. 

 
OPENING: What do you think would happen if students in this school wore black armbands to 
protest the government or a specific military action? What would be the outcome if our student 
media ran a piece on the effects of divorce, teen pregnancy, and other touchy social issues? In 
fact, these issues have been taken on by the U.S. Supreme Court, and the New Voices law was in 
response to how both of those situations changed our legal system. 
 
READINGS:  

• Tinker vs. Des Moines: excerpts from Supreme Court ruling and podcast   
• Hazelwood vs. Kuhlmeier: excerpts from Supreme Court ruling and podcast   

o AUXILIARY READING: IJEA Storify through Twitter on IJEA.net 
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DISCUSSION: After working through the podcasts and the readings, students should discuss, in a 
large group, what it meant to be under the Tinker standard, and then the Hazelwood standard—at 
least until July 29, 2016. Students should then write down or draft bullet points on the 
board/screen the major events and parameters for each case.	

PROJECT ONE:  For more context and analysis, split students into three groups: one will briefly 
research the social and political context of the 1969 Tinker decision, the second will research the 
social and political context of the 1988 Hazelwood decision, and the third will 
research/brainstorm the social and political context of the 2016 New Voices Illinois law. Each 
group should prepare a short presentation that documents the background of their case or law, its 
context, and a possible analysis on why those decisions may have come to pass when they did.  

In their analysis, students can strive to answer questions such as:  
• What was the social, political, and economic context that may have led to 

the decision or law?  
• What were some of the social, political, economic, or other factors that 

were obstacles against each decision or law, and how were those 
overcome?  

• Why were these two Supreme Court decisions and one law so different 
from each other only decades apart?  

Then, the three groups should present their findings briefly to the rest of the class. 
Evaluation: See the Research Presentation Rubric for possible assessment. 

 
PROJECT TWO: Students should research where scholastic press freedom stands in other 
states—in comparison to Illinois with New Voices as law. Then, either individually or in small 
groups, students can write letters/columns to other staffs, publications, communities, or for use 
within their own media that expresses their thoughts on New Voices and what it could mean for 
those still working through the process.	

Evaluation: See the Opinion Writing Rubric for possible assessment.	
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DAY THREE 

What about the First Amendment (a.k.a. What if WE have censorship issue)?	

OVERVIEW: Now that we understand both the past and present of scholastic media rights and 
laws, let’s look to the future. Given what laws and court decisions have come before and what 
the Speech Rights of Student Journalists Act promises, we need to understand what we should do 
if a censorship or other First Amendment issue occurs in our newsrooms. This third day of 
curriculum works us through a variety of readings and sources that can help. 
 
OBJECTIVE: Students will be able to understand the stakeholders and steps of addressing a First 
Amendment issue within their publications, and they will be able to craft a coherent plan for 
addressing those types of situations. 
 
COMMON CORE STANDARDS: 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.8: Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, 
including the validity of the reasoning as well as the relevance and sufficiency of the evidence. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.2: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of 
content. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
SS.CV.3.9-12: Analyze the impact of constitutions, laws, and agreements on the maintenance of order, 
justice, equality and liberty. 
 

OPENING: What do you think would happen if students in this school wore black armbands to 
protest the current government or a specific military action? What would be the outcome if our 
student media ran a piece on the effects of divorce, teen pregnancy, and other touchy social 
issues? In fact, the U.S. Supreme Court has taken on these issues, and the New Voices law was 
in response to how both of those situations changed our legal system. 
 
READINGS:  

• First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution full text	
• Student Press Law Center’s Manual for Student Media Advisers on Responding to 

Censorship 	
• Part One of Protocol for Free & Responsible Student News Media	

o AUXILIARY READINGS:  
§ Student Press Law Center’s Top 10 Questions High School Journalists 

Ask Most Frequently About Their Rights 
§ Journalism Education Association Scholastic Press Rights Commission  
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DISCUSSION: Have students (in pairs or threes) take sections of the readings above and provide 
the gist (main idea) to the whole group. Then, talk as a large group about:  

• Who should take action? 	
• What actors should be involved? 	
• What steps should be taken – and in what order – and why? 	
• Describe the demeanor and tone of communication during these steps (Who, 

What, When, Where, Why)	
	

PROJECT ONE: Students create, perhaps as part of their staff manual, a battle plan for how the 
student media would proceed if something was challenged or questioned. Students could work in 
smaller groups to brainstorm or as a whole group on a text version, with a step-by-step script, of 
who should be involved and what actions should occur if an outside source questions the media 
in some way. 

Evaluation: See an example policy section from a staff manual by Missouri adviser 
Aaron Manfull for ideas and comparison for possible formative assessment. 

 
PROJECT TWO: Students create a visual flowchart or infographic that can be used/updated for 
future staffs regarding the stakeholders, steps, and actions that could/should be taken when 
censorship or other First Amendment issues are broached for the student media. In order to check 
the legitimacy of the chart or graphic, students could role play scenarios where the student 
media’s First Amendment rights are challenged and follow the outline, seeing what works and 
what doesn’t—in various scenarios—as part of that action plan.  

Evaluation: See the Student Media Flowchart or Infographic for assessment. 
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DAY FOUR 
What does this mean from a student perspective? 

OVERVIEW: The staff is now battle-ready. There is an understanding of what’s come before, 
what the law is today, and how to responsibly address First Amendment or censorship issues. 
But, where should this empowered staff go? Day Four is meant to vision cast for your student 
media—what can be done, and done correctly, now that the parameters and protections are clear? 
 
OBJECTIVE: Students will be able to apply their knowledge of court decisions and laws to actual 
media story pitches. Students will also critically evaluate peers’ ideas using specific parameters 
and frameworks as designated by law. 
 
COMMON CORE STANDARDS: 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.8: Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, 
including the validity of the reasoning as well as the relevance and sufficiency of the evidence. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.2: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 
ideas and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of 
content. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.5: Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, 
editing, rewriting, or trying a new approach. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.1: Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations 
and collaborations with diverse partners, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly and 
persuasively. 
SS.CV.3.9-12: Analyze the impact of constitutions, laws, and agreements on the maintenance of order, 
justice, equality and liberty. 
 

OPENING: If the entire realm of possibilities was open to this staff, what would it cover and 
how? Let’s take a moment and think big—really big—about what could be reported, written, 
photographed, recorded, or otherwise captured about this school or community.  
 
READINGS:  

• Illinois House of Representative Committee testimony from Hope Johnson from 
Taylorville High School on the Speech Rights of Student Journalists Act 

• SPLC’s Shea Smith article and Q&A from Hope Johnson 
• Washington Post: “These high school journalists investigated a new principal’s 

credentials. Days later, she resigned” 
• Downers Grove North Omega editorial by 2017 IJOY Abbe Murphy on the New Voices 

movement in Illinois 
o AUXILIARY READING: Hillary Aerts DeVoss article when brainstorming is 
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complete to enlarge list of options and ideas. 
 

DISCUSSION: Student should discuss, in pairs and then as a larger group, what motivated 
Johnson, based on the readings, as well as what motivates them personally on the student media 
staff. These pairs can dive into what they would want to accomplish with journalism, if anything 
were possible. Then, share as a large group. 
 
PROJECT ONE: Brainstorm a list of specific topics or ideas within the student media’s school or 
community that would have been difficult to cover before the Speech Rights of Student 
Journalists Act was passed in Illinois. As the ideas are placed on a visible list in front of the staff, 
have students work to justify and explore the relevance of each of them using the elements of 
newsworthiness: timeliness, proximity, conflict/controversy, impact to readers, prominence, 
novelty/rarity, and human interest.  

Evaluation: See the Newsworthiness Evaluation Sheet for structure and possible 
assessment. 

 
PROJECT TWO: Students, in pairs or small groups, should take one of those brainstormed topics 
and flesh out how to responsibly cover it using a story planning planning sheet: angles, sources, 
photo, video, coverage, etc. If possible, present the fully conceptualized story package to editors, 
the staff as a whole, or the adviser. Is this something worth pursing? 

Evaluation: See the Universal Story Planning Sheet for structure and possible 
assessment. 
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DAY FIVE 
Do we understand the ethics involved in the Speech Rights of Student Journalists Act?	

OVERVIEW: The staff now has an understanding of the law, their purpose, and the possibilities of 
doing student media in a more expansive way due to the Speech Rights of Student Journalists 
Act through the New Voices Illinois movement. But, should they? This last day is meant to 
situate students inside the framework of traditional journalistic ethics, so they understand what’s 
possible—but even more so what’s good and beneficial with the power and responsibility they 
now have. 
 
OBJECTIVE: Students will understand the basic ethical tenants that guide professional journalists 
and then apply those mores to ethical scenarios in which they must take a stand and justify their 
decisions. 
 
COMMON CORE STANDARDS: 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.8: Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, 
including the validity of the reasoning as well as the relevance and sufficiency of the evidence. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.1: Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive 
topics or texts using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.9: Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support 
analysis, reflection, and research. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.SL.5: Make strategic use of digital media and visual displays of data to 
express information and enhance understanding of presentations. 
SS.CV.3.9-12: Analyze the impact of constitutions, laws, and agreements on the maintenance of order, 
justice, equality and liberty. 
 

OPENING: Seek truth and report it. Minimize harm. Act independently. Be accountable and 
transparent. These are the four primary tenants of ethical journalism as identified at the Society 
of Professional Journalists.  Based on your understanding of the media today, where do 
journalists go wrong? Where does this student media staff go wrong in any of these areas? 
 
READINGS: 

• SPJ Code of Ethics 
• Primer on libel and copyright law by Dr. James Tidwell 

 
DISCUSSION: As a whole group, have students walk through The Falconer scenario: who is 
involved, how does the law pertain, what steps should students and the adviser take, what may be 
the possible end results? Make sure to apply all that has been learned from SPLC readings, 
various court decisions, the Protocol, as well as ethics materials. 
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PROJECT ONE: Students should read and study a censorship example from Illinois’ Peoria 
Richwoods High School in small groups with the same analysis discussion questions. However, 
this time, each person in a group should take on a different role/perspective as they talk/debate 
through the issues involved: principal, adviser, editor-in-chief, student media staff member, 
teacher, SPLC representative, community member, local newspaper editor, etc. What would have 
the scenario have been like under the current law (this took place in 2012)?  

Evaluation: See the Group Ethics Discussion Rubric for possible assessment. 
 
PROJECT TWO: In pairs, have students read and brainstorm the possibilities about the following 
ethics scenarios. Once that pair has reached consensus, they should either write or craft a short 
multimedia presentation (at the adviser’s discretion) outlining what they would do and why 
(citing specifics from readings and discussions throughout the unit). These can be given directly 
to the adviser for further use in other journalism courses or shared with the entire staff for 
professional development. 

Evaluation: See the Student Media Ethics Scenarios and Rubric for possible 
assessment. 
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
In order to learn more about several of the areas touched on through this Illinois-specific 

curriculum, please visit the following organizations and their websites:  

 
The Student Press Law Center	
JEA’s Scholastic Press Rights 	

New Voices website	
American Press Institute -- Student Journalism Resources	

NSPA Student Press Resources	

	


